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TABLE III
EVOLUTION OF THE LED EMISSION PROPERTIES WITH DOSE
Fig. 4. White LED W#1–6 normalized spectral output powers at different
doses. The normalization consists in dividing by the maximum value of the
before radiation spectrum.
by the same LED with and without SL is roughly the same
than before irradiation.
While Fig. 5 A#2 is a direct emitting AlInGaP LED,
Fig. 5 A#3 LED is a 450 nm emitting InGaN device, which
Fig. 5. Amber LED A#1–3 normalized spectral output powers at different
doses. The normalization consists in dividing by the maximum value of the
before radiation spectrum.
Fig. 6. Flux ratio between the same LED with and without an SL before
and after irradiations for W#5.
employs a phosphor-conversion layer to convert its 450 nm
emission into an “amber” spectrum around 600 nm. Our
results show that Fig. 5 A#3 is less degraded (−5.34%) in the
range of dose investigated than Fig. 5 A#1 (−39.12%) and
Fig. 5 A#2 (−59.29%). This agrees with [19] that concluded
that (In,Ga)N-based materials and devices are more radiation
resistant than those exploiting (Al,Ga,In)P materials.
Different behaviors are observed for the white LEDs.
Fig. 4 W#1 is almost unaffected by radiations (−4.5% after
1.1 MGy). Fig. 4 W#3 exhibits a decrease of its emission,
both in the blue part of the spectrum and in the phosphor-
converted region. Last case Fig. 4 W#5 shows a decrease only
in the converted part of the spectrum, suggesting a degradation
of the phosphor conversion. Interestingly, the most radiation
tolerant device Fig. 4 W#1 is a high-power device, while all the
others are mid-power LEDs. However, in the absence of more
details from LED manufacturers, it is difficult to analysis in
detail this discrepancy. LEDs W#3, A#1, A#2 (Figs. 3 and 4),
either amber or white, also present a minor increase (+20% at
best) of their emitted powers at the first dose level (0.1 MGy).
To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon has never been
observed by other authors, either with gamma or other type
of radiations and its origin deserves further experiments.
InGaN blue emitting LEDs are known to be affected by the
phenomena of “efficiency droop,” i.e., a decrease of quantum

Fig. 10. Comparison between RIA of non-RH glass and there RH version.
(a) SF6 and SF6G05. (b) K5 and K5G20. For SF6 and K5 RIA were calculated
from [12].
Fig. 11. RIRIC spectral dependence at the various doses. (a) BK7,
(b) K5G20, and (c) SUPRASIL glasses.
B. Results on Bulk Glasses
Fig. 9 illustrates the RIA spectral dependences at the various
doses for BK7, SF6G05, BK7G18, K5G20, and SUPRASIL
glass, respectively. The RIA above 500 nm remains limited
for SCHOTT Ltd RH glasses (Fig. 9(b)–(d)) and very low for
the pure silica glass (Fig. 9(e)), whereas it is larger for BK7.
To better highlight the good resistance of these glasses in
terms of permanent damages at RT, we compared RIA of
SF6G05 and K5G20 glasses to their non-RH counterparts
(SF6 and K5), in Fig. 10, exposed to low-radiation doses of a
few kGy [12].
Fig. 10 shows that the Ce doping is efficient to decrease
for all these glasses even if it seems less efficient to improve
the SF6G05 glass under 500 nm. For a monochromatic system
operating around 600 nm, the RIA should be acceptable for
the various OS designs, whereas for color systems, a more
in-depth study has to be conducted to see how radiations will
affect the colorimetry of the recorded images, especially at
lower wavelengths where the photometry budget possesses the
smallest margins and the radiation effects are the larger.
We measured also the RIRIC after the second (up to
0.4 MGy) and the third (up to 1.1 MGy) irradiation run.
Fig. 12. Evolution of the contrast at various doses. Error bars are representing
the dispersion originating from the measurements repetitions. Squares mark
the median value.
Obtained results are given in Fig. 11(a)–(c) for the two
RH glasses exhibiting RIRIC higher than 2 × 10−4. For the
SUPRASIL glass, the RIRIC is larger than 5 × 10−4.
We selected our wavelengths to be able to calculate the
Abbe number that is a measure of the refractive index
variation versus wavelength and use it for future simula-
tions. For the BK7 there is nearly no more RIRIC increase
after a total dose between 0.4 and 1.1 MGy, as observed
for the RIA that tends to saturation at larger doses [23].
For K5G20, the RIRIC modification between 0.4 and 1.1 MGy
appears more important. For the SUPRASIL with really a
low RIA, this modification of the refractive index may rather
be attributed to a slight modification of the glass density rather
than to absorption. RIRIC is usually considered as the result of
two modifications: density change [24] and RIA [15] (through
Kramer–Krönig relation). These two modifications are linked
and there are no consensus about the leading one in our
dose range, in both cases refractive-index modification may
be positive or negative [25] and [26]. To be able to give a full
understanding of the RIRIC, it will be necessary to measure
the density change and the RIA in the UV part of the spectrum
with a great accuracy. For the cerium-doped glasses such
measurement is prevented by the cerium-induced attenuation
below 500 nm and for the BK7 case, the numerous impurity
prevents also this measurement. Gusarov et al. [15] attribute
the existence of a positive variation of refractive index to a side
effect of Ce. Average composition of BK7 and other none pure
silica glasses are globally known [27]–[30] but remains quite
complex to allow an easy identification of the point defects
responsible for the RIA and RIRIC. In term of OS design,
the RIRIC effects have to be considered. To make the OS
tolerant by design, it is possible to use the simulation tools [31]
to design an OS architecture more robust against RIRIC of its
lenses. Glass with a high RIA could not be used in an radiation
tolerant OS but for low RIA glasses with known RIRIC
values before starting the conception phase it will be possible
to enhance the design quality, even maybe compensate the
RIRIC of the lenses made with different materials.
C. Results on the Illumination System
The whole photometry budget for the camera has been
done again after irradiation by including in our calculations,
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